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Abstract—Automatic Extraction of Event information from social text stream (emails, social network sites, blogs etc) is a vital requirement for many applications like Event Planning and Management systems and security applications. The key information components needed from Event related text are Event title, location, participants, date and time. Emails have very unique distinctions over other social text streams from the perspective of layout and format and conversation style and are the most commonly used communication channel for broadcasting and planning events. Therefore we have chosen emails as our dataset. In our work, we have employed two statistical NLP methods, named as Finite State Machines (FSM) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for the extraction of event related contextual information. An application has been developed providing a comparison among the two methods over the event extraction task. It comprises of two modules, one for each method, and works for both bulk as well as direct user input. The results are evaluated using Precision, Recall and F-Score. Experiments show that both methods produce high performance and accuracy, however HMM was good enough over Title extraction and FSM proved to be better for Venue, Date, and time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A LOT of applications really need event related information to be extracted and being available on hand. Security applications require such information to detect frauds etc. Personal management systems need event information to support event management and planning tasks. Even, an application that automatically extracts event information and posts it to one’s calendar would be highly appreciated by the users. Extracting event information means the extraction of date, time, venue, participants and the title of the event. Extracting Event related information from emails is much trickier than extraction from some other text stream. The difference lies in the syntax and format of the text and the wide range of event types. The conversation styles normally provide clues about the event category. Emails normally have short descriptions and therefore may not contain enough description of the event. Secondly, since emails are not only used for formal event announcements, but these are also widely used for event planning and discussions. Therefore, emails contain variations on layout and text organization. An invitation to a personal event will normally be of a free style with no formalities over layout and text. Instead, an official event announcement will be placed confined in a specific format and layout with proper greetings and signoff texts.

We have developed a system that uses FSM and HMM to extract the event information components from the emails. The objective over using two different techniques was to compare the efficiency and accuracy of the two techniques with respect to the extraction task over event emails. A finite state machine (FSM) is a mathematical model. It can be thought of an abstract machine that has finite number of states. The machine can be in any one state at a particular time and the movement from one state to other is called transition. FSM compares the efficiency and accuracy of the two techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III explains event information extraction system. Section IV provides the results of evaluation and finally Section V has the conclusion followed by references in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Several attempts have been made over the event extraction task with different objectives and perspectives. Event extraction from general text streams (news wires, articles etc.) [1-8] was mostly aimed towards the detection of hot or new events. Most of the work in general text streams did not use the actual time of event occurrence and just focused the publication date.

Event information extraction from social text streams has been targeted by many researchers in the recent years. Some authors [9-11] have taken event as a topic with continuous discussion over a specific period of time. They have provided dimensional visualizations of the events with respect to time, location and people and have extracted this information by observing the conversations over time line and using a bag of...
words type approach. An attempt to identify announcement through emails [12] used words tagged with Named Entities. They applied Naïve Bayes Classifier to extract the required information. A statistical model was proposed by Lin et al[13] to detect the events that are popular in a social community. Experiments with PET were performed over DBLP and Twitter. A work on weblogs[14] targeted the events appearing in news that were discussed over the weblogs. A relevance model based framework was provided to track such events. A keyword based approach is also proposed for detecting and tracking new events[15]. A key word graph approach was used by Hassan Sayyadi[15] to detect and track events in social text streams. H. Becker et al [16, 17] incorporated the tags and labels, available within the discussion over events in social media sites, to identify the events.

There are works that used Finite State Machines (FSM) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for extracting specific event related information meant for specific purposes. FSM were used to extract temporal information from Korean news articles [18]. The objective was to draw the attention, of the research community working in the event detection area, towards the importance of extracting actual temporal information available within the text. A system named FASTUS[19] used FSM for the message understanding task and proved that FSM is an efficient method as compare to other natural language processing techniques. Another research work [20] that employed FSM for extracting event related information constructed distinct sets of FSMs for extracting phrases that reveal location, time and title information. We have modified the FSMs provided by [20] for further improvement towards precision and recall. An information extraction system, developed for mobile devices [21] used HMM for extracting location and topic and used FSM for extracting temporal information. The system was tested over Korean text messages.

III. EVENT INFORMATION EXTRACTION SYSTEM

Our system comprises of two modules, one that employs FSM and the other using HMM for the event information extraction task. Using C#, we have designed two separate APIs for FSM and HMM. Both have been interfaced with a windows forms based application which inputs the sentence and extracts the required information with the help of these APIs. SQL Server has been used as the backend database. The application takes input in two ways. The user may enter text directly into a text box or he may upload a text file for bulk input. The architecture of the system is provided in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows the snapshots of the application. The details regarding the two methods (FSM and HMM) are provided in the next sub sections. In both cases, the transitions between states are over parts of speech (POS). This is a unique distinction over most of the extraction techniques that use actual words from the text. The use of POS provides a generalization towards the textual representation of the event, means it supports the handling of variations in conversation layout and format. The rules under both methods are simply based on the grammatical rules of English or we can simply say that these rules are the mathematical translation of English grammar rules. The rules are applicable only for the email dataset. The reason for addressing only email data set is described, to some extent, in the related work section.

Actually, there are a lot of techniques available for other datasets and much effort has been made towards these data sets (news articles, scientific documents etc). Secondly the objectives under the extraction task over emails are dissimilar to the extraction over other data sets. We aim to support event planning and management tasks through automatic extraction of event related information.

A. Extracting Event Information using Hidden Markov Model

We have slightly modified the HMM for our purpose. Extraction of each information component of an event description has been tackled independently. The set of rules for each case are defined below. We have customized it in the
best extent to get more accurate information. The list of
identifiers used in describing the states of the HMM are given
in Table I.

1. HMM Rules for Event Title Extraction:
   Different cases for extraction of titles using HMM are
discussed below one by one.

   ### Table I
   **Set of Identifiers Used to Define HMM States**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;AT&gt;</td>
<td>Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;PA&gt;</td>
<td>Adverbial Particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;VBX&gt;</td>
<td>Auxiliary Verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;PX&gt;</td>
<td>Auxiliary Verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;NNBU&gt;</td>
<td>Bound Noun for Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;NNPB&gt;</td>
<td>Bound Proper Nouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;BS&gt;</td>
<td>Blank State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;NX&gt;</td>
<td>Proper Noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;NNPD&gt;</td>
<td>Demonstrative Pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>Input State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF</td>
<td>Result Not Found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Desired Output</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   **Case 1:** HMM searches for an article and changes its state to
   a blank state, and now it search for an adverbial particle if it
cannot find any adverbial particle it moves to Result not found
   (NF) state, if adverbial particle is found, HMM searches for an
   auxiliary verb and moves to its desired output (O) state. If
   auxiliary verb is not found it moves to NF state rather than
   moving towards O state. The following sentence is an example
depicting the type of phrases identified by HMM. “DECS has
invited FASTIANS on his 2012 Annual Dinner.” Fig. 3 shows
the state diagram for this case.

   **Case 2:** HMM searches for an article and changes its state when
   an article is searched it goes for a blank state. After a
   blank state it moves for an adverbial particle and auxiliary
   verb and finally reaches to its desired output (O) state. If
   adverbial particle, auxiliary verb or blank state is not found it
   moves toward Result not found (NF) state. Example which
   describes the case is “a workshop on android developing to be
   held”. Fig. 5 shows the state diagram for this case.

   ![Fig. 3 HMM Event Title Extraction Case 1](image1)
   ![Fig. 4 HMM Event Title Extraction Case 2](image2)
   ![Fig. 5 HMM Event Title Extraction Case 3](image3)

2. HMM Rules for Event Time Extraction
   Different cases for extraction of time using HMM are
discussed below one by one.

   **Case 1:** In HMM rules for Event Time Extraction case-1,
   HMM searches for an auxiliary verb and adverbial particle
   respectively and moves toward a blank state and after that it
   reaches to its desired output (O) state, if adverbial particle or a
   blank state is not found it moves toward Result not found (NF) state. Example which is describing the phrases in case of event
time extraction is “please guys meet me at 4:00 pm in R12”. Fig. 6 shows the state diagram for case 1 of Time extraction.

   **Case 2:** In HMM rules for Event Time Extraction case-2,
   HMM searches for an auxiliary verb, preposition, adverbial
   particle and again searches for preposition respectively and
   moves toward a its Desired output (O) state, if adverbial particle or a preposition are not found it moves toward Result
   not found (NF) state. Here is an example for the case of event
time extraction “seminar will be conducted by Ali in
auditorium timings are from 4:00 pm to 4:30 pm”. Fig. 7
shows the state diagram for case 2 of Time extraction.
3. HMM Rules for Event Date Extraction

Different cases for extraction of date using HMM are discussed below one by one.

**Case 1:** In this case, HMM searches for an adverbial particle and an article respectively and moves toward its desired output (O) state, if an article is not found it reaches toward Result not found (NF) state. Example which classifies the event date extraction is “examination papers are approved by higher authorities Dated 13th November 2012”. The state diagram for the case is shown in Fig. 8.

**Case 2:** HMM searches for bound proper nouns, adverbial particle and article respectively. If adverbial particle or article is not found it moves to Result not found (NF) state or else it moves to next state and finally reaches to its desired output (O) state. Fig. 9 contains the state diagram for this case. An example that describes the phrase in event date extraction is “remaining classes are schedule on Tuesday 13th November 2012”.

4. HMM Rules for Event Venue Extraction

Different cases for extraction of venue using HMM are discussed below one by one.

**Case 1:** In HMM rules for Event Venue Extraction case-1, HMM searches for a proper noun, after that it moves for a blank state and finally reaches to its desired output (O) state. If it does not get any blank state it moves toward Result not found (NF) state. An example for event venue extraction is “With its ideal location at the heart of Chicago downtown and close to the Loop, the Holiday Inn Mart Plaza Chicago Hotel”. The state diagram for this case is given in Fig. 10.

**Case 2:** In HMM rules for Event Venue Extraction case-2, HMM searches for a proper noun and article respectively, after that it moves to a blank state and finally reaches to its desired output (O) state. If it does not get any blank state or an article it moves toward Result not found (NF) state. The state diagram for this case is given in Fig. 11. Given blow is an example for event venue extraction case “Location at FAST-NUCES. We will meet after second slot for PROCOM.NET”.

**B. Extracting Event Information using Finite State Machine**

Another technique used for the extraction of information was FSM. Like HMM, independent cases have been defined for extraction of individual event related information components.

1. FSM Rules for Event Title Extraction

Different cases for extraction of title using FSM are discussed below one by one.

**Case 1:** This FSM will be accepted, when it will get an article like “a, an, the” and then “noun” in the sentence. If in the sentence if it will not find an article then it will remains in state 1, after when it will find an article then it will further move to state 2, then if it will not find a noun then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a noun then it will move to final accepting state. The following sentence is an example depicting the type of phrases identified by FSM. “You are requested to attend series of seminar on software engineering conducted by various software houses.” Fig. 12 contains the FSM for this case.

**Case 2:** This FSM will be accepted, when it will get an “article” like (a, an, the), then “Adverbial Particle” like (at, in, on) and then “noun” in the sentence. If in the sentence if it will
not find an article then it will remains in state 1, after when it will find an article then it will further move to state 2, then if it will not find an Adverbial Particle then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a Adverbial Particle then it will move to State3, then if it will not find a noun then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a noun then it will move to final accepting state. The following sentence is an example depicting the type of phrases identified by FSM. “Please attend my birthday party; we will meet in KFC Garden West outlet.” The FSM for this case is provided in Fig. 13.

**Case 3:** This FSM will be accepted, when it will get an “article” like (a, an, the), then “Auxiliary” (From, to, for), then “Adverbial Particle” like (at, in, on) and then “noun” in the sentence. If in the sentence if it will not find an article then it will remains in state 1, after when it will find an article then it will further move to state 2, then if it will not find an Auxiliary then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a Auxiliary then it will move to State3, then if it will not find an Adverbial Particle then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a Adverbial Particle then it will move to State4, then if it will not find a noun then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a noun then it will move to final accepting state. Fig. 14 shows the state diagram for the case. The following sentence is an example depicting the type of phrases identified by FSM. “Please join us on marriage ceremony of my son Ali.”

Figs. 12-14 show the state diagrams for the cases. The following sentence is an example depicting the type of phrases identified by FSM. “We will meet at 3:30 PM for DECS society meeting.”

**Case 1:** This FSM will be accepted, when it will get an “auxiliary” like (From, to, for), then “TM” and then “TH” in the sentence. If in the sentence if it will not find an auxiliary then it will remains in state 1, after when it will find an auxiliary then it will further move to state 2, then if it will not find a TM then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a TM then it will move to State3, then if it will not find a TH then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a TH then it will move to final accepting state. The FSM for this case is given in Fig. 15. The following sentence is an example depicting the type of phrases identified by FSM. “We will meet at 3:30 PM for DECS society meeting.”

**Case 2:** This FSM will be accepted, when it will get an “auxiliary” like (From, to, for), then “TM” and then “TH” in the sentence. If in the sentence if it will not find an auxiliary then it will remains in state 1, after when it will find an auxiliary then it will further move to state 2, then if it will not find a TM then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a TM then it will move to State3, then if it will not find a TH then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a TH then it will move to state4, then if it will not find an auxiliary then it will move to NF State (Not Final), after when it will find an auxiliary then it will further move to state5, then if it will not find a TM then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a TM then it will move to State6, then if it will not find a TH then it will move to NF State (Not Final) and when it will find a TH then it will move to final accepting state. The following sentence is an example depicting the type of phrases identified by FSM. “Probably we will gather in KFC between 5:30 PM and 8:00 PM.” FSM for the case is contained in Fig. 16.
3. FSM Rules for Event Date Extraction

Different cases for extraction of date using FSM are discussed below one by one.

**Case 1:** In this case first FSM will search for an auxiliary particle if an auxiliary particle is found then it will move to the next state otherwise it will remain on the same state. On the next state it will search for (NNPB) bound proper nouns. If NNPB will found then FSM will give the desired output else it will move to the NF state. Fig. 17 shows the FSM used for this case. The following sentence is an example depicting the type of phrases identified by FSM. “Examination papers are approved by higher authorities Dated 13th November 2012”.

**Case 2:** In this case FSM will first search for (NNBU) bound noun for units if found then it will move to the next state (S2) else it will remain on the same state (S1). On the next state (S2) it will search for (NNPB) bound proper nouns. If NNPB will found then FSM will give the desired output else it will move to the NF state. The following sentence is an example depicting the type of phrases identified by FSM. “Tomorrow 15th April 2012: Annual Dinner.” FSM for the case is shown in Fig. 18.

**Case 3:** In this case FSM will first search for (NNPB) bound proper nouns if it is found then FSM will move to the next state otherwise it will remain on the same state. On the next state it will again search for an (NNPB) if it is found then it will give the output otherwise it will move to the NF state. FSM for the case is shown in Fig. 19. The following sentence is an example depicting the type of phrases identified by FSM. “We friends have a get to gather in Rehmat-e-Shireen on Saturday 21st April 2012”.

4. FSM Rules for Event Venue Extraction

Different cases for extraction of venue using FSM are discussed below one by one.

**Case 1:** In FSM rule for event venue extraction first FSM will search for an (PA) auxiliary article if an auxiliary article is found it will move to the next state otherwise it will stay on the same state. On the next state it will search (PB) proper noun if PB not found it will go to NF State otherwise it will move to the next state. On the next state (S3) it will search for the noun if found it will give the desired output otherwise move to the NF State. Fig. 20 contains the FSM for this case. Example to extract venue “Event is organized by SIBBS and Located on Karachi Hall”.

**Case 2:** In this case first FSM will search for an auxiliary article if an auxiliary article (PA) found it will move to the next state otherwise remain on the same state. On the second state it will search for noun. If a noun found then it will goes to the final state and give an output else if noun not found then it will goes to the NF State. Example for event venue extraction is “marriage ceremony venue is Karachi Hall”. Fig. 21 shows the FSM for case 2 of Event Venue extraction through FSM.
IV. RESULTS

We have tested both techniques, FSM and HMM, over 3647 mails collected from our inboxes. Out of these 3647 emails, 2910 contained real events and the rest 737 were non-event emails. Although our system supports two methods for providing testing data, we have used the bulk input option for testing the system. Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 contain the precision, recall and F1 score obtained through FSM and HMM respectively. The graph in Fig. 24 shows the comparison of both techniques, over extraction of individual event information components. The results show that FSM provide higher precision and recall over location and time and HMM produces better results for event title extraction. Higher precision over location attribute means that most of the retrieved results that are marked as location are correctly identified by the system. The same meaning goes over all the event related attributes. Similarly, high recall over location attribute means that most of the locations have been retrieved by the system i.e. very few are missed. So, through FSM, high precision and recall over location, time, and date means that FSM retrieves most of the attributes available in the emails’ text and most of the information retrieved is relevant. Similarly in case of HMM, it was successful in retrieving the title attribute from emails and more than 90% of the titles extracted were correct.

V. CONCLUSION

Through the implementation and comparison of results obtained from Finite State Machine and Hidden Markov Model it has been observed that FSM provides more accurate information regarding time, date and venue and it is weaker in extraction of event title. However, HMM is more powerful when it comes to the extraction of event title and provides up to more accurate results and correct information, but it lacks in extracting event time, date and venue due to its probabilistic nature.

By comparing both the techniques it is now clear that a more customized HMM can provide more accurate information as compared to FSM. And the combination of both will be smart enough to produce a precision and recall values closer to 1. It means that most of the information will be retrieved and more than 90% of the retrieved attributes will be correct and relevant.
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